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Indian regulators Securities Exchange Board of India (SEBI) and Reserve Bank of India 
(RBI) are known for their penchant for discipline, conservatism and depositor/investor 
protection. Hence Indian financial sector is considered to be one of the well-regulated 
markets across the globe. At the same time India’s regulatory environment is dynamic and 
always strives to keep pace with global best practices. Banking system is well developed 
though largely dominated by Indian public sector banks. Capital markets are known to be 
very sophisticated and well developed and the Indian stock exchanges rank among the 
top few in terms of volumes and range of products traded. Asset management industry 
and insurance sector have matured well in terms of assets under management and range 
of products. Most of the industry players, intermediaries in the capital markets and asset 
managers have healthy mix of domestic and international players with technology,
management expertise and best practice being shared across borders.

Recent overhauling of regulations dealing with AIFs, Foreign Portfolio Investors and
Investment Advisors has resulted in new categories of investors from overseas and 
domestic hedge funds in the form of Category III Alternative Investment Fund. On the 
other hand changes in tax treaties and introduction of GAAR has made inevitable for
fund managers to review existing fun structures to ensure that they are fully tax
compliant and the tax risks are minimized.
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Right fund structure needs to ensure tax efficiency for the investors and the managers.
To meet these objectives different permissible entities such as limited liability partnerships, 
limited partnerships, limited liability companies, protected cell companies etc. can be
considered. Foreign asset management companies generally set up an Indian team of 
investment advisors to identify investment opportunities. This team can be housed in 
domestic entity which can either be a limited liability partnership or a limited liability
company. Caution needs to be exercised to ensure that the role performed by that entity 
does not result in creation of "permanent establishment" of the offshore fund in India.
Some Offshore funds register with SEBI under Foreign Venture Capital Investor (FVCI) 
Regulations. This registration does not alter their tax status but provides advantages such 
as flexibility from valuations in entry and exit pricing which other foreign investors are
subject to, Qualified Institutional Buyer status, etc. Often the type of offshore vehicle such 
as UCITs, PCC, etc has a direct impact on the tax status of the foreign investor and access 
to tax treaty. Further, foreign investors in the secondary market often use third party 
research or investment advisory providers. Such arrangements need to meet the
requirements of regulatory and safe harbour regime. 
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Our financial services team have the aptitude to cater to almost every need in the tax and 
regulatory space of our clients in the financial service industry. The team works closely with 
clients to understand their objectives and issues and offer customises solutions. We have a 
dedicated team to deal with the needs of various types of investment funds like hedge 
funds, mutual funds, Exchange traded funds (ETFs), Private Equity (PEs), Venture Capital 
(VC), Alternative Investment Funds (AIFs), Real Estate Investment Trusts (REITs),
Infrastructure Investment Trusts (InvITs), Foreign Portfolio Investors (FPIs), Sovereign funds, 
Pensions funds, University endowment funds and those who wish to operate from an 
offshore jurisdiction i.e. the International Financial Services Centre  (IFSC) in India.
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Service Offerings



Service Offerings

Some of the areas in which we can offer sector focused services are
elaborated below

Setting up India
business presence

Transaction
structuring

Foreign portfolio
investors

Offshore jurisdiction
(International
Financial Services
Centre) in India

General tax
advisory and
compliance services

Fund structuring
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Setting Up India Business Presence

Evaluating entry strategies in India, including selection of entity structures and choice of 
legal entity based on the category of investor, business strategy and asset class.

Evaluating different modes and instruments of investment such as. equity, debt (local vs 
external commercial borrowing), convertibles, hybrid instruments, etc.

Assistance with profit extraction strategies  e.g. dividends, interest, fees for know how 
and services, buy-back of shares, etc 

Evaluating exit options and strategies from the standpoint of tax and
regulatory aspects
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Fund Structuring

Advice on investment routes or vehicles permissible under the
Indian regulatory framework

Assistance in forming an ideal fund structure from the Indian Income Tax
and regulatory perspective

Advice on tax and regulatory implications, pros and cons of different fund
structures, on aspects such as fund jurisdiction, investment routes, ease of
distribution to investors, payment of carry, etc

Advice on constitution, ownership, distribution waterfall and capital
structure of the fund

Advice on tax implications arising for investors investing in a fund and
responding to investor concerns

Review of fund constitution documents, private placement memorandum,
the investment management agreement and the investment
advisory agreement

Review of applications to be filed with SEBI and assistance in obtaining
necessary SEBI registrations under relevant category under AIF
or FVCI regulations.

Advice on functions permitted for the Indian advisory team

Advising on tax implications for investors in the fund

Assistance in setting up Indian presence (i.e. Indian advisory company,
regulatory approvals, if any, regulatory filings, etc)
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Transaction Structuring

Tax due diligence to determine risk and contingency in portfolio companies

Reviewing terms sheets, capital structure, cash flows and other related aspects

Advice on tax and regulatory implications of investment in or exit from Indian portfolio
companies

Evaluating exit and efficient cash-extraction strategies

Reviewing agreements from the tax and regulatory perspective

Assistance in negotiations on indemnity / insurance / lower withholding at the time
of exits
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Foreign Portfolio Investors

Review of offshore entity structure to identify eligible entity for portfolio investment. 
Advising on suitable investment structures for setting up FPIs

Providing assistance in jurisdictional analysis and setting up and registration of FPIs

Advice on SEBI's regulations on portfolio investments

Liaising with the global or local custodian to facilitate registration with SEBI / DDP

Trade wise tax calculations and reporting to local custodians for tax and regulatory 
compliance

Advice under Indian GAAR to analyse whether treat benefits would be available

Assistance in tax filings and representation before tax authorities for tax audit
and litigation

Advice on optimising transaction costs in India
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Offshore Jurisdiction in India (International Financial Services Centre)

Advising on fiscal and other incentives provided by the government to attract
capital in IFSC

Analysing pros and cons of investing on Indian domestic markets and international
stock exchanges in IFSC

Advice on comparative advantage of investing in Indian stock markets or in IFSC
stock markets from home jurisdiction and from an onshore vehicle in IFSC or
domestic area

Advice on nature of legal entity for setting up a subsidiary or a fund vehicle

Advice on nature of financial products, securities and transactions possible in IFSC

Assistance in obtaining registration/approval of IFSC authorities and the respective
regulator i.e. SEBI, RBI or IRDA (a unified central authority is likely to be set up soon
in the near future in IFSC)
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General Tax Advisory and Compliance Services

Providing advice on withholding tax-related implications for domestic and
international transactions

Conducting health check-up from tax and regulatory perspective

Providing assistance in obtaining lower or nil withholding certificate from
revenue authorities;

Providing assistance in withholding tax payments and filing of returns

Providing assistance in representations before the appellate authorities

Evaluating PE exposure of foreign companies doing business in India under related
tax treaties in different operating models, e.g. branches, liaison offices and
deputation of personnel and agents

Providing advice on the impact of the BEPS Action Plan 7 on Artificial Avoidance
of PE on existing structures with regard to potential changes in tax treaties

Providing advice on profits attributable to PE and resultant tax-related
consequences
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Our Financial
Services Team



 

Nangia Anderson LLP has a strong team consisting of veterans in the industry who 
under the industry well. The team has combined experience of over 25 years in
advising asset management industry on a wide range of industry issues. 

The team leaders have made representations to the government officials, and
regulatory bodies to seek clarifications, suggest changes in the policy and legislations 
to bring about more certainty, fairness and transparency. They have also actively
participated in various industry forums and discussions with the regulators whenever 
the regulators have invitation  consultations  before framing  a  new  policy. They  have  
been actively associated with the domestic   and   international  industry  bodies  of  
asset  managers  and  capital  market
intermediaries. 

The team brings wealth of sector focused experience to advise hedge funds, mutual 
funds, ETFs, Private Equity and Venture Capital investors, Alternative Investment Funds 
(AIF), Real Estate Investment Trusts, Infrastructure Investment Trusts, Foreign Portfolio 
Investors (FPIs), Sovereign Funds, Pensions funds, University Endowment funds on 
Indian tax and regulatory matters.

CONTACTS

Mumbai

Sunil Gidwani
Partner
Nangia Andersen LLP

sunil.gidwani@nangia-andersen.com

+91-9821131945

+91-022-6173 7000    

Our Financial Services Team

Nangia Andersen LLP is a premier professional services organization offering a diverse 
range of Entry strategy, Taxation, Accounting & Compliances and Transaction Advisory 
services. We are an Andersen Global tax consulting and Advisory firm in India. As a part 
of Andersen Global we have reach to more than 172 offices globally having presence in 
more than 71 countries. In India, Nangia Andersen LLP has a PAN-India coverage with 
offices in Noida, Delhi, Gurugram, Mumbai, Dehradun, Bengaluru, Chennai and Pune. 
Nangia Group has been in existence for around 40 years and has been consistently 
rated as one of the best tax and regulatory advisors in India. 
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Nangia Andersen LLP 

DELHI
(Registered Office)
B-27, Soami Nagar,
New Delhi-110017, India
T: +91 120 2598000

MUMBAI
11th Floor, B Wing, Peninsula
Business Park, Ganpatrao Kadam Marg, 
Lower Parel, Mumbai
400013, India | T: +91 22 61737000

GURUGRAM
812-814, Tower B, Emaar Digital
Greens Sector 61, Gurugram,
Haryana, 122102
T: +0124-4301551/1552/1554

BENGALURU
Embassy Square, #306, 3rd Floor, 
148 Infantry Road Bengaluru, 
Karnataka 560001

PUNE
3rd Floor, Park Plaza, CTS 1085,
Ganeshkhind Road, Next to Pune
Central Mall, Shivajinagar
Pune - 411005

DEHRADUN
First Floor, “IDA” 46 E. C. Road,
Dehradun – 248001, Uttarakhand.
T: +91 135 271 6300/301/302/303

CHENNAI

T: 

NOIDA
(Delhi NCR - Corporate 
Office) A-109, Sector 136,
Noida - 201304
T: +91 120 5123000


